
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
FUCHSI NASAL ASPIRATOR



Good that you have chosen the Fuchsi nasal aspirator! The Fuchsi nasal aspira-
tor was just the right decision for quick help with annoying cold of your toddler.

Since babies breathe mainly through the nose, a cold is particularly  
unpleasant. So that your baby can breathe freely again and sleep and drink 
better, the Fuchsi nasal aspirator will help your baby immediately. The removal 
of secretion from the nasal cavities will accelerate recovery in case of sickness, 
improve breathing and general well-being, and help in the prevention of disease.

In order to guarantee smooth handling, we will send you detailed instructions 
on how to use the nasal aspirator.

Your baby has a cold and the little 
nose is completely blocked?
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Place your baby in a sitting / upright position.Infants may also be lying , but in this 
case the head should then be supported and slightly elevated.

The Fuchsi nasal aspirator is specially designed so that it can be operated with 
one hand and support the baby‘s head with the other.

Now take the mouthpiece at the end of the tube in the mouth and insert the 
soft silicone piece at the other end of the tube into the nose of your baby. Be 
careful not to insert the suction tip too far into your baby‘s nose.

Suck gently but effectively ,to remove the nasal secretions by using the  
negative pressure generated by the mouth from the nose. Since the strength of 
the suction is generated manually, you can adjust the suction power as needed.

Do not worry: the secretion which is sucked off collects in the collecting  
container and will not reach your mouth.

The application takes only a few seconds, is painless and comes without 
medication.

How to use the Fuchsi nasal aspirator?
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Of course, your baby must first get used to the nasal aspirator. Therefore, test the 
device first on yourself. Make sure that the Fuchsi nasal aspirator works reliably.Show 
the child that the application is not painful,but fun.Distract your child. It will certainly 
take some applications until your child has learned that there is nothing to fear of. 
From then on it gets easier and easier. Make the nose sucking a funny experience.

If it refuses to cooperate, someone else can help and easily hold on to the 
child.

Es kann helfen das eine Nasenloch zuzuhalten, während Sie das andere absaugen.

The Fuchsi nasal aspirator is not only helpful for colds, but also after a round 
on the dusty football field or an afternoon in the sandbox he freed the chil-
dren‘s nose reliably from unwanted dust, sand etc. So you get the nose of your 
baby easily and gently free again and your baby can sleep and drink carefree 
again!

Note: If additional symptoms, such as fever, are added to the cold, or if the 
baby drinks too little despite frequent use, the pediatrician should always be 
consulted.

Tips & Tricks for use:
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You can easily dismantle and reassemble the nasal aspirator. This makes clea-
ning especially easy. You can easily clean it with warm water and a mild soap, 
and then dry thoroughly.But it is also suitable for the dishwasher.

To guarantee a particularly high standard of hygiene, you can also boil the 
nasal aspirator.

The FUCHSI nasal aspirator is delivered directly with 2 spare attachments! So 
you can also use the nasal aspirator, if you need to clean the other essays, or 
have already used on the way!

The FUCHSI nasal aspirator is also completely Filterless, therefore you do not 
have to clean or buy filters, but can use them indefinitely!

The cleaned nasal aspirator can then be stored in its associated case waiting 
for its next use.

How should the Fuchsi nasal aspirator be cleaned?
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good value for money

ideal for traveling

suction power can be varied individually

optical control

the risk of secondary diseases such as bronchitis becomes reduced

quiet application - can also be used at night

Advantages of  the Fuchsi nasal aspirator

As a thank you for your purchase we offer you and your 
friends 20% discount on your next Fuchsi product!
The coupon you can pass on to any number of your friends 
you want and it can be used on every Amazon account once.

Discount Code: FUCHSI20
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Promote to a friend


